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ABSTRACT: Blocking parasitic grain ingrowth in the ingot parts of cast-mono Si material close to crucible walls
increases the outcome of purely monocrystalline wafers. This is one of the prerequisites for cast-mono to compete
with Czochralski mono-crystalline Silicon as a less costly material with comparative quality. Phase boundary
engineering plays a crucial role in the optimization of the crystallization process in terms of grain ingrowth from the
edges but also for reducing stress and therefore dislocation generation and multiplication. Established methods for
phase front measurements are destructive and/or time-consuming. We present a non-destructive method for phase
front analysis based on photos on as-cut bricks of multicrystalline Silicon (mc-Si), which we call “GFVis” (Growth
Front Visualization). Subsequently, we show how a casting process for mc-Si can help to optimize a crystallization
recipe for a cast-mono process with regard to phase front engineering. The mono-crystalline part over the whole ingot
height shall be maximized by restricting parasitic grains to the outermost ingot margins whereas the phase front in the
inner parts should rather be planar to keep stress low.
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INTRODUCTION

The silicon photovoltaics market has been largely
dominated by Czochralzski Silicon (Cz-Si) for high
efficiencies and multicrystalline silicon (mc-Silicon) for
lower costs [2]. Recent advancement in crystallization
techniques in cast-mono crystalline silicon attempt to
make the best of both worlds in terms of cost and
efficiency [3, 4]. Limiting the sub grains, the efficiency
of the cast-mono material can be improved, since the
dislocation development in silicon ingots can be traced to
the absorption of stress and formation of grain boundaries
in sub grains [5]. The planarity of the growth front during
solidification of silicon crystals plays a vital role in
controlling the grain boundary development [6].
The phase boundary during crystallization defined as
the the interface between the silicon melt and the
solidified crystal can be determined by numerical
simulations from thermal gradient distribution as in [7–
9]. In [10], the axial temperature distribution is measured
in real time from the crucible wall and a 2D model is fit
to estimate the phase boundary. These methods would
require cost intensive temperature gradient monitoring
during silicon crystal growth.
In-situ methods like X-ray topography are used to
detect melt interface as in [11, 12]. Using travelling
magnetic fields, the interface between the molten and
solid silicon is identified [13]. In [14] lateral photo
voltage scanning (LPS) method is used to detect the
phase boundary from striations patterns on the crystal.
However, these methods would require slicing of the
ingot and additional polishing of the surfaces.
Recently in [15] a phase boundary detection method
based on infrared images is proposed. The inclusions
present in the ingot are detected and a polynomial plane
is fit to estimate the phase in 3D. However, this method
relies on the presence of inclusions in the material.
We introduce a simple yet novel approach to detect
the phase-boundary automatically from optical images of
sawn brick sides of multicrystalline ingots. We compare

the phase boundary using our method to existing
methods. The simplicity of the measurement approach
offers compelling advantages:
 Non-destructive measurement of squared bricks
without any additional brick preparation.
 Fast feedback is possible directly after squaring the
ingot and before cropping and wafering
 Low-cost material requirements for the measurements
(basically camera and an illumination source)

Grain-boundaries visible on the brick surface are the
basis for GFVis to work. The orientation of the grain
growth usually depends on the direction of the phase
boundary. By estimating the direction of grain growth, it
is possible to detect the phase boundary during
directional solidification of silicon ingots.
The dependency on grain boundaries makes the
method eligible for mc-Si material only. In cast-mono
production, it is still advisable for crystal growers to
realize the ramp-up of the crystallization process on mcSi and later use the predeveloped crystallization process
for cast-mono production. The phase-boundary
information allows immediate feedback on the
homogeneity of the growth process and speeds up the
optimization of the furnace and the thermal process. This
benefits in saving expensive monocrystalline seeds until
the phase boundary has the desired shape.
The suggested approach allows a systematic and
efficient process development towards reducing parasitic
grain growth. Thus, the yield of pure monocrystalline
wafers in cast-mono ingot growth with higher efficiencies
can be increased further helps making the cast-mono
growth technology as cost-competitive as mc-Silicon.
2

APPROACH

2.1 Physical assumption and concept
Under most industrial growth conditions, grain
boundaries develop in growth direction roughly
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perpendicular to the phase front except for twin
boundaries.
This
generalizing
assumption
is
microscopically valid when the crystal surface is
atomically rough on both sides of the grain boundary [16]
during growth. We make use of this relationship and
consider the angle of the grain boundaries in growth
direction as indicator for the phase boundary. Figure 1
visualizes our approach which we refer to in the
following as “Growth Front Visualization (GFVis)”.
Except for twin boundaries, we assume a perpendicular
development of the grain boundaries to the phase front.
2.2 Measurement setup
In order to detect a sufficient amount of grain
boundaries, sharp and high-resolution images of the brick
sides are taken under different illumination angles. The
images are captured directly after squaring before
polishing the bricks to avoid strong reflectance. The
measurement setup consists of a simple and cost effective
setting: a camera on a tripod with remote release, a
spotlight and a table for the brick samples. A sequence of
photos is taken on the brick side, while the brick is
illuminated from different directions a shown in Figure 2.
The current prototype version of the measurement setting
is built up manually so far and can be automated.
2.3 Algorithm
According to the mentioned assumption, the phase
boundary is detected from the normal to the grain
boundary angles. Therefore, the grain boundaries are
detected in the photos and their growth angle is
determined. A polynomial fit is applied to fit a curve for
this purpose. The polynomial functions serve for
visualization but they also allow for a quantitative
comparison like local (height) extrema or curvature
changes and extrema.
Thus, the algorithm consists of three major steps to
detect the phase boundary from the measured optical
images. The intermediate results for each step are
presented in Error! Reference source not found..
1. The input consists of optical images from the sides of
unpolished as-cut bricks. These images are named
according to ingot and brick position. Unsuitable
images are removed manually to avoid detection
errors. A semi-automatic alignment is applied,
followed by an automatic pre-processing to remove
noise. Each brick is identified in the images,
segmented and rectified which results in a metric
representation of the data (Error! Reference source
not found.a).
2. Using image-processing techniques, grain boundaries
are extracted from these images. By using
controllable filters, the orientations of the grain

Figure 2: A simple measurement setup with distinct
illumination angles
boundaries are estimated from the orientation of the
filter with the highest filter response (Error!
Reference source not found.b). The 2D-normals of
the grain boundaries are perpendicular to the filter
orientation (Error! Reference source not found.c).
3. The normals computed serve as input for a
polynomial fit in 2D. Twin grain boundaries should
not be considered in the final mathematical model.
Therefore, we exclude grain boundaries with very
shallow growth orientations from the dataset used for
fitting the polynomial. Furthermore, we apply a
random sample consensus (RANSAC) algorithm
[17], which evaluates the most plausible data during
the fit. The resulting polynomial function yields the
continuous information on the phase boundary
(Error! Reference source not found. d).

Orientation of GB

Figure 1: (Left) Schemata of the crystallization process
and (right) exemplary optical image showing the assumed
relationship of phase boundary (orange) and grain
growth. Red lines indicate twin grain boundaries.

a)

b)

c) Zoom

d)
Figure 3: Intermediate results of our algorithm: a)
optical image of a brick after segmentation and
rectification, b) extracted grain boundaries and grain
orientations by means of controllable filters, c) zoom
image with orientation vectors and d) reconstructed
phase front of three bricks by fitting a polynomial
function to the gradients.
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2.4 Validation of the method

a) Resistivity mapping

For exemplary bricks, the results based on our
method are compared to other phase boundary
determination methods. These include:
 Lateral Photovoltage Scanning (LPS) [18], which is
an established (but destructive) method for phase
boundary determination
 Resistivity mapping, which roughly shows the
isolines of resistivity indicating the phase boundary
situation for various brick heights
 Inclusions (mainly SiC and Si3N4) from infrared
transmission measurements – maxima of inclusions
may occur at the growth front due to certain events
like decreasing temperature gradients or convection
slowing down
A quantitative comparison between LPS and GFVis is
realized by identifying the doping level fluctuations in
LPS via image processing for edge detection and
orientation mapping. Similar to the GFVis approach, a
dense vector field is calculated by fitting polynomials to
the resulting vector field. Due to the extensive sample
preparation and measurement procedure, only one brick
measurement is available in that row.

b) Inclusions from infrared-inclusion-imaging

2.5 Experimental setting:
We show comparative results on two industrial
multicrystalline ingots (size G6) with different thermal
processes.
 Reference process: The phase boundary is concave
near the crucible due to larger temperature gradients
 Engineered process: The power is increased for the
side heaters to flatten the boundary form near the
crucible
Both ingots were grown under otherwise almost identical
conditions.
3

c) Lateral photo-voltage scanning

d) Photo-reconstruction (our GFVis approach)
Figure 4: Comparison of different methods for phase
boundary determination on the same side of a brick from
the ingot margin. a) Resistivity mapping (false colors).
b) Infrared transmission measurements (color: number
of particles per cm³, mostly SiC and Si3N4). c) Lateral
Photovoltage scan, overlay of blue lines marking the
lines along the doping level fluctuations d) Results
obtained with GFVis

METHOD VALIDATION

As already mentioned in section 2.4, ´the results
obtained with our method are validated against other
methods for phase front measurements, namely LPS,
resistivity mapping, and infrared transmission
measurements of inclusions in the brick. The obtained
results are discussed in the following:
3.1 Visual judgment
The images in Figure 4 show different measurements
on the same vertical brick side (the crucible wall being
located on the right hand side in each image). It can be
observed that the GFVis results shown in Figure 4 d)
correspond well to the LPS results shown in Figure 4 c),
and also to the inclusion levels, see Figure 4 b). The
resistivity mapping (Figure 4 a)) gives a very rough
image but a similar trend can also be observed there, in
particular towards the ingot border on the right hand side
of the images.
3.2 Quantitative comparison between LPS and GFVis
The difference between the LPS and GFVis results is
quantified via a polynomial fit on the lines identified in
LPS. In Figure 5 a) and b), the results of the fit are
shown, in c), the distance between the polynomial
functions in terms of angle distance is shown. Whereas in
certain regions (black in the false color image) both
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methods yield an almost identical orientation, the center
of the shown region and the upper and left margins show
higher deviations. Errors are discussed in Section 5.1.
a)
b)

a) Reference process

b) Engineered process

c)

Figure 6: West side view on south ingot part, rows 1-5,
GFVis results with phase front plot (red stream lines over
identified grain boundaries) for a) reference process and
b) engineered process.
Figure 5: Results of quantitative comparison between the
measurements. (Top) Fit based on results image of a) the
optical images, b) the lateral photovoltage scanning and
shown with red lines. c) Orientation difference between
both methods using a polynomial fit in degrees.

4

PHASE BOUNDARY ENGINEERING

We evaluate the applicability of GFVis for two
industry ingots of size G6: a reference ingot and an
engineered one. The strong impact of the process
variation is depicted in the results: It can be observed in
Error! Reference source not found. b) that for the
engineered process the phase boundary is convex (bent
down) at the ingot margins, which is the desired case for
restricting the parasitic grains. In contrast, in the original
reference process (Error! Reference source not
found. a), it is concave (bent up) at the same end.
5

DISCUSSION

5.1 Validation
Judgment by eye indicates that the methods yield
comparable results, especially with the established LPS.
The downsides of the other methods are the following;
 LPS requires a destructive preparation of the brick
sides.
 Inclusions are not found in all heights or all ingots
and the aim is to reduce them.
 Resistivity measurements only provide a rough
insight into the phase boundary
Therefore, our non-destructive method is a valid and
valuable tool for the visualization, analysis and
assessment of the phase front.
The quantitative comparison shows deviations that
are partly about 4-5°. These rather high values have two
main reasons. One is that the polynomial fit is eventually
not exact enough. Functions of higher order or splines
could be evaluated instead. The other reason is that the
evaluated image region for the GFVis method is
considerably larger than that of the LPS method. For
LPS, only one brick was available in one view, whereas
the optical images are stitched for the brick sides before

the phase boundary is fitted. In Figure 5 a) one can
observe that on the right hand side the actual lines display
a higher curvature than the red polynomial level lines.
Additionally, disturbing influences by twin structures are
only considered indirectly within our approach. A
targeted detection of twin grain boundaries can further
avoid fitting errors.
LPS, on the other hand, does not display the same
level of detail in all parts of the brick sides. As a result,
we can assume that both methods are similar enough and
that GFVis can be further optimized by following the
discussed suggestions.
5.2 Phase boundary engineering
The results shown in Error! Reference source not
found. prove that the heater setting is crucial for phase
front engineering. GFVis serves as quantification for
bending down the phase front through stronger lateral
heating. Furthermore, the results support the idea that
heater setting and the development angle of grain
boundaries are connected in the expected way. GFVis is
thus a suitable tool to monitor process improvements. A
drawback of our method is that it is applicable only for
material with enough grain boundaries, which prevents
its direct application on cast-mono material. However,
the process can be engineered on HP mc-Si and
afterwards applied on a cast-mono setting. This approach
could be advisable also for reasons of cost.
5.3 Method setup: state of automatization
While the algorithm can easily implemented on most
platforms, up to now, most parts of the measurement are
not fully automated yet but can be realized without much
effort. This includes a setup with multiple illumination
sources or a moving illumination source, and a fully
automated alignment. On the other hand, the setting as
described and applied in our case works well and is noncostly in purchase. For application in research or
occasional use in industry, the stage of automatization
can be judged as adequate.
6

CONCLUSION

We introduce a simple yet novel approach to
reconstruct the phase-boundary from optical images of
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brick sides. The method requires that most grain
boundaries develop perpendicular to the crystallization
front. The presented procedure attempts a non-destructive
quality inspection of the crystallization process. We
create promising results based on optical images of
unpolished bricks by means of image processing
algorithms.
We evaluated the method by comparing our results to
alternative approaches, i.e., resistivity mapping, infraredtransmission imaging and lateral photo-voltage scanning.
The results correlate qualitatively well with alternative
methods. Compared to the alternative approaches, the
method is less complex and expensive. A quantitative
comparison of the optical reconstruction to lateral photovoltage scanning shows deviations in angle of the
reconstructed phase-fronts up to 5 degrees. These
relatively large differences can be reduced by replacing
the global polynomials chosen for the fit by splines and
avoiding disturbances due to twin boundaries.
Overall, our method proves a valid and valuable tool
for the visualization, analysis and assessment of the phase
front and thus enables a systematic optimization of
crystal growth processes with short feedback loop.
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